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Learning Objectives 

 To develop LSRW skills among the students  

 To comprehend the chapter  

 To enhance the vocabulary of the students  

Q2. Define an antonym. 

An antonym is a word that has the opposite meaning 

of an another word. For example the antonym of word hot 

is cold.  

Use the thesaurus and Write two antonyms for each of 

the given words.  

a. brutal  gentle  humane 

b. benevolent unkind  tight fisted 

c. rescued  endanger  imprison  

d. pity  indifference cruelty  

e. corrupt  honest  law-abiding  

f. eloquently  inarticulate  unarticulate  



 

 

g. reputation  disregard  disfavor 

h. blissful  miserable  unhappy  

Dictionary Focus 

Alphabetize the new words (under word wealth) just 

say the words appear in the dictionary and learn the 

spellings carefully as you do this.  

1. abundant  2.benevolent   3. compliment 

4. dramatic  5.evacuate   6. fabricate 

7. garnish   8.heritage   9. jocund  

10.keylogger 

Grammar Link  

Irregular verbs: 

Irregular verbs are the verbs that don't take suffix 'ed' 

at the end of the verb to form the past tense. We change 

tense of such verbs by replacing the letters, mainly the 

vowels.  

 

 

 



 

 

Q1. Choose the correct verb and change it into the past 

tense and fill in the blanks in each of the following 

sentences.  

One day Shaukat prepared a paan for the emperor and 

the coat of lime (a) made thicker, than it normally was 

Mahesh Das knew that Shaukat was in deep trouble. He 

gave Shaukat a piece of valuable advice. Shaukat took the 

advice seriously and ate a bowl of ghee before going to the 

Emperor's court. Once there, the guards made sure that 

Shaukat drank all the lime. 

When the Emperor saw that nothing happened to 

Shaukat, he was greatly surprised, but in the end, he 

forgave Shaukat and let him go.  
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Word Meaning Sentence 

Overcame succeeded 

or got 

better of 

in a 

struggle  

She 

overcame 

her 

problems 

at the end 

of the 

story.  

Trails testing 

times 

 

 

 

 


